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ABSTRACT 
 
Using the unified method, the inverse processes of photoionization and electron-ion recombination are studied in 
detail for neutral chromium, (Cr I + hv ↔ Cr II + e), for the ground and excited states. The unified method based on 
close-coupling approximation and R-matrix method (i) subsumes both the radiative recombination (RR) and 
dielectronic recombination (DR) for the total rate and (ii) provides self-consistent sets of photoionization cross 
sections σRPIR and recombination rates αRRCR. The present results show in total photoionization of the ground and excited 
states an enhancement in the background at the first excited threshold, 3dP4P4s P5PD state of the core. One prominent 
phot-excitation-of-core (PEC) resonance due to one dipole allowed transition (P6PS-P6P PoP) in the core is found in the 
photoionization cross sections of most of the valence electron excited states. Structures in the total and partial 
photoionization, for ionization into various excited core states and ground state only, respectively, are demonstrated. 
Results are presented for the septet and quintet states with n ≤ 10 and l ≤ 9 of Cr I. These states couple to the core 
ground state P6PS and contribute to the recombination rates. State-specific recombination rates are also presented for 
these states and their features are illustrated. The total recombination rate shows two DR peaks, one at a relatively 
low temperature, at 630 K, and the other around 40,000 K. This can explain existence of neutral Cr in interstellar 
medium. Calculations were carried out in LS coupling using a close-coupling wave function expansion of 40 core 
states. The results illustrate the features in the radiative processes of Cr I and provide photoionization cross sections 
and recombination rates with good approximation for this astrophysically important ion. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Neutral Chromium, Cr I, has been studied by many investigators largely because of its 
presence in astronomical objects. Lines of Cr I has been observed recently in interstellar medium 
toward HD 72127AB [1]. Among a number of experiments, low energy photoionization features 
of Cr I were observed by Huber et al. [2] while very high energy photo-absorption features were 
observed by Cooper et al. [3]. There has been less theoretical study on Cr I compared to various 
experiments. Much of the study is concentrated to small energy region and for the ground or very 
few excited states. For example, Dolmatov studied [4] using spin-polarized random phase 
approximation the two states P7PS and P5PS of the ground configuration and found that P5PS 
photoionization cross section is much higher than that of the ground P7PS. The study does not 
include resonant structures. In contrast to the number of studies on photo-absorption, no report 
on electron–ion recombination process for this atomic system is not available. 
The atomic properties for Cr I are strongly perturbed by electron–electron correlations as 
the atom is neutral and holds a large number of electrons. This makes it difficult to represent the 
atom with an accurate wave function. The present study aims to study in detail with autoionizing 
resonances the inverse processes of photoionization and recombination of Cr I for the ground and 
excited states using the ab initio unified method and provide results of good approximation. 
 
2. Theory 
 
Cr I is studied using the unified method [5,6] which is based on the close-coupling (CC) 
approximation and R-matrix method implemented under the Opacity Project (OP) [7] and the 
Iron Project (IP) [8]. A brief outline of the theory relevant to the present calculations is given 
below. 
In the CC approximation, the atomic system of an ion and an interacting electron is 
represented by the ‘target’ or the ‘core’ of N electrons interacting with the (N + 1)th electron. 
The (N + 1)th electron may be bound or in the continuum depending on its energy (E) being 
negative or positive. The total wavefunction, ΨRER, of the (N + 1) electrons system in a symmetry 
SLπ is expressed by an expansion, 
 
 
 
where the target ion eigenfunction, χRiR, is coupled with the (N+ 1)th electron function, θRiR. The 
sum is over the ground and excited core states. The (N+ 1)th electron with kinetic energy kP
2
PRiR  is in 
a channel labeled as SRiRLRiRπRiRkP
2
PRi RℓRiR(SLπ). In the second sum, the ФRjRs are bound channel functions of 
the (N + 1)-electrons system that account for short range correlation and the orthogonality 
between the continuum and the bound electron orbitals.  
The Hamiltonian of the (N + 1)-electrons system is given by 
 
 
 
where the first sum is the non-relativistic Hamiltonian and the last three terms are relativistic 
corrections; the mass correction (HPmassP), Darwin (HPDarP) and spin-orbit interaction (HPsoP), 
respectively (e.g. [9]). Present calculations are carried out in LS coupling, that is, no relativistic 
correction is considered. Substitution of ΨRER(e + ion) in the Schrodinger equation 
 
 
 
introduces a set of coupled equations that are solved using the R-matrix method. The solution is 
a continuum wavefunction, ΨRFR, for an electron with positive energies (E > 0), or a bound state, 
ΨRBR, at a negative total energy (E < 0). The complex resonant structures in photoionization or 
recombination result from couplings between the continuum channels and bound channels at 
electron energies kP
2
PRiR corresponding to autoionizing states of the Rydberg series, SRiRLRiRπRiRvl where v 
is the effective quantum number, belonging to excited target or core state SRiRLRiRπRiR. 
Transition matrix elements for photoionization, 〈ΨRBR||D||ΨRFR〉 where D = ΣRiRrRiR is the 
dipole operator and the sum is over the number of electrons, are obtained from the bound and 
continuum wavefunctions. The transition matrix element is reduced to generalized line strength 
as 
 
 
 
where ΨRiR and ΨRƒR are the initial and final state wavefunctions. The photoionization cross section 
(σRPIR) is proportional to the generalized line strength 
 
 
 
where g is the statistical weight factor of the bound state and ω is the incident photon energy. 
The details of the R-matrix method in the CC approximation for photoionization can be found in 
[10,11]. 
The unified method considers the inverse nature of electron–ion recombination and 
photoionization. It obtains recombination cross sections, σR CR, from partial photoionization cross 
section by using the principle of detailed balance or Milne relation 
 
 
 
where gRjR is the statistical weight factor of the recombined state and v is the photoelectron 
velocity. The recombining ion is assumed to be in the ground state. The detailed autoionizing 
structures in photoionization cross sections are integrated for recombination cross sections 
through the Milne relations. Hence the sum corresponds to inclusion of both the radiative 
recombination (RR) and dielectronic recombination (DR) in an unified and ab initio manner. 
The state-specific recombination rate coefficient of state i is obtained by averaging the 
recombination cross sections over the Maxwellian electron 
distribution, as 
 
 
The total recombination rate can be obtained from the sum of these individual rates, that 
is,  where the sum is over infinite number of recombined states. 
The highly excited states lie close to each other and the resonances become narrower 
while the background is low. The unified method divides the infinite number of recombined 
states into two groups: group (A) states with n < nRoR, and group (B) states with nRo R< n < ∞, where 
nRo R~ 10. The recombination rates coefficients of group (A) states are obtained from the 
photoionization cross sections as described above. Recombination into group (B) states, which 
are in a small energy range, is dominated by DR via high-n resonances while the background 
recombination, that is, RR is negligibly small. Bell and Seaton [12] developed a treatment of the 
DR process based on quantum defect theory and close-coupling approximation and obtained an 
expression for the averaged DR probability,〈PP
S
PRn RP
Lπ
P(DR) 〉,where n denotes the entrance 
channel. The work was extended by Nahar and Pradhan [6] for DR calculations. The DR 
probability is given by [12], 
 
 
 
where  is the electron scattering matrix including radiation damping. In the energy region of 
these states below each target state, the electron-electron scattering matrix is partitioned into 
submatrices, χRooR, χRocR, χRcoR, χRccR, where ‘o’ denotes the open and ‘c’ denotes the closed channels. xRccR 
is diagonalized as where N is complex. With N, we define . 
Bell and Seaton obtained [12] 
 
 
 
where is the sum of the radiative decay probabilities for the 
available decay routes from a given excited state of the target ion, v is the effective quantum 
number associated with the resonance series, z is the ion charge, and the summations go over the 
closed channels yy’ contributing to DR. 
For computational purposes, 〈PRαR(DR)〉needs further expansion, as was carried out by 
Nahar and Pradhan [6]. Using some algebra, the expression can be reduced to direct and 
interference terms as [6] 
 
 
 
where the summation over i goes through all the closed channels. The DR probability from the 
general scattering matrix, which includes the radiation damping, can also be used for detailed 
structures. However, the general expression given by Bell and Seaton causes numerical 
instability. Using the diagonalizing matrix, N, a numerical stable form can be obtained. Starting 
from the unitarity condition of the general scattering matrix, PRαR can be written in terms of the 
matrix elements as [6] 
 
 
 
This is a precise treatment for the DR process for its an ab initio nature and inclusion of 
interference of channels compared to other existing methods, such as, isolated resonance 
approximation or Burgess formula.  
The DR collision strengths, Ω(DR), is obtained as 
 
 
 
Calculations for Ω(DR) are carried out in the CC approximation using the same 
wavefunction expansion used for photoionization cross sections. The recombination cross 
section σR CR is related to Ω(DR) as, 
 
 
 
Ω(DR) is summed over all contributing symmetries SLπ. The total DR contributions of n > 10 
states is usually much smaller than that for n < 10 states except at the DR peak where it can still 
be smaller but of the same order. The RR-type ‘background’ contributions from the high-n group 
(B) states, nRo R< n < ∞, to the total recombination rate are included in hydrogenic approximation 
[13]. These contributions are usually negligible except at very low temperatures where electron 
energies are not high enough for core excitations. 
Experimental set-ups are able to measure recombination spectra for rates with electron 
energy. Such spectra can be produced from unified total recombination cross sections 
 
 
where v is the photoelectron energy. αR R(E), being proportional directly to  αR CR(E), reveals 
detailed resonant features in electron–ion recombination spectrum and is of considerable interest 
to experimental facilities. 
 
3. Computations 
 
Computations for photoionization and electron-ion recombination are carried out in a 
number of steps. The initial step is to obtain the target or core wave functions from atomic 
structure calculations. The code SUPERSTRUCTURE [14], which employs Thomas-Fermi-
Dirac potential to generate one-electron orbitals, was used to obtain wave function of core Cr II 
by optimizing a set of 14 configurations listed in Table 1. The lowest 40 states of Cr II, given in 
Table 1, were selected for the wave function expansion of Cr I. For accurate resonance positions, 
observed energies from NIST compilation [15] were used. The fine structure energies in NIST 
table were averaged statistically to obtain the LS term energies in Table 1. 
The computations for photoionization cross sections of Cr I were carried out using the R-
matrix suite of codes from the OP and IP [11,16,17]. The first stage, STG1, starts with target or 
core wave function which forms the first term of the ion wave function ΨRER. R-matrix basis set 
contained 14 terms for each continuum orbital. The second sum in the wavefunction expansion, 
Eq. (1), includes 56 possible (N+ 1)-electron configurations with range of mininum and 
maximum occupancies as listed within parentheses of the orbitals: 3s(0 - 2), 3p(4 - 6), 3d(3 - 8), 
4s(0 - 2), 4p(0 - 3), and 4d(0 - 2) of Cr I. All SLπ symmetries of the (e + ion) system formed 
from the 40 target states coupled with an interacting electron with partial waves 0 ≤ l ≤ 12 are 
included. 
The Hamiltonian and dipole matrices are computed by STGH and bound states are 
computed by STGB. The energy eigenvalues are obtained by searching the poles in the 
Hamiltonian. The bound states of Cr I were identified using quantum defect analysis and 
percentage of channel contributions to the states. 
For higher resolution of resonances in photoionization and recombination, σRPIR in the near 
threshold energy region was resolved with a finer energy mesh, 4000 energy points up to 0.4 Ry 
above the ionization threshold. σRPIR at higher photoelectron energies, beyond the highest target 
threshold, are extrapolated as explained in [6] and were processed by the code ELEVID [13]. 
State-specific recombination rate coefficients for all bound states with n ≤ 10 are 
obtained from code RECOMB [13] and are added together for the total. The contributions of 
high-n states below the target thresholds are obtained from the resonance averaged DR collision 
strength Ω(DR) using code STGFDR [6]. Ω(DR) was calculated using the radiative decay rate 
 
Table 1 
Terms and energies of target Cr II in the eigenfunction expansion of Cr I. 
 
 
(A-value), 6.418886e-09 sP
_1
P, for the dipole allowed transition to the core ground state, 
3dP4P4p(P6P PoP) - 3dP5P(P6PS). The A-value was obtained from using the atomic structure code 
SUPERSTUCTURE. The contributions from all n < ∞ were added for the total unified σRRCR(E), 
αRRR(E) and αR R(T) using programs RECXS and PRCOMG. 
 
4. Results and discussions 
 
Results from detailed study of inverse processes of photoionization and electron-ion 
recombination of neutral Cr in LS coupling are presented. Only the septet and quintet states, 
relevant to total recombination, of Cr I are considered. The aim of the present work is to study 
general features and provide results for photoionization and electron-ion recombination of the 
atom with good approximation. These represent first detailed theoretical study for the state-
specific and total recombination for this atom. 
Due to strong electron-electron correlations it is difficult to represent this neutral atom 
accurately. Present calculations considers a wave function expansion which includes the ground 
and lowest 39 excited states, all lying within about 0.5 Ry, of Cr II. The set includes one P6P PoP 
state for a single dipole transition of the ground state, 3dP5P P6PS - 2dP4P4p P6P PoP which can introduce a 
phot-excitation-of-core (PEC) resonance in photoionization cross sections. The wave function 
expansion, as described in the Computation section, has considerable number of configurations 
and hence is expected to provide good approximations for photoionization cross sections and 
electron-ion recombination rates in LS coupling. 
Following subsections discuss energies, photoionization cross sections and recombination 
rates in separately. 
 
4.1. LS term energies 
 
A total of 134 septet and quintet bound states of Cr I are obtained. The energies of the 
states are compared in Table 2 with those obtained from statistical averaging of fine structure 
levels listed in the NIST [15] compiled table (source references are listed in the website). Very 
good agreement is found between the calculated and measured values for the ground and many 
excited states. However, some large differences are also noted. The largest one being 16% for 
3dP5(4PG) 4s aP5PG state. 
 
 
Table 2 
Comparison of calculated LS term energies, ERcR, of Cr I with the term energies, ERoR, obtained from statistical 
averaging of observed fine structure level energies [15]. 
 
 
The number next to a LS state symmetry refers its position in the calculated energies of the symmetry.  
*Means incomplete set of observed levels for the state. 
 
Spectroscopic identification of some calculated LS terms may have uncertainty since 
these states do not follow any well defined pattern for effective quantum numbers of a Rydberg 
series of states. The quantum defects of these states are perturbed by the electron–electron 
interactions. 
Although a large set of configurations was considered to include all possible electron–
electron correlations for all bound states, some high lying observed bound states listed in the 
NIST table are missing in the computated set. For example, 3dP4P(aP3P )4s4p P3P PoP(xP5PDPoP) state at 
energy 0.1087Ry was not found. Computations were repeated to find these missing states by 
searching the poles in the Hamiltonian with finer energy meshes and lowering the effective 
quantum numbers. A future computation with better optimized wave functions may result in 
finding these states. These indicate that a much more elaborate calculations will be needed to 
study this ion. 
 
4.2. Total and partial photoionization cross sections of Cr I 
 
The total photoionization cross sections σRPIR(nLS), which include contributions from all 
channels for ionization into various excited core states and partial cross sections for ionization 
into the core ground state are presented for all septet and quintet bound states of Cr I. 
Fig. 1 presents the total photoionization cross sections σRPIR of the ground 3dP5P4s P7PS and 
excited 3dP5P4s P5PF states of the ground configuration. These states show existence of extensive 
high-peak resonances near the first ionization threshold. These represent high probabilities of 
both photoionization and recombination of the atom in the low energy region. The energy region 
has almost zero background until the background cross section is enhanced at the first excited 
core threshold, 3dP4P4s P6PD, which is 0.11 Ry from the ionization threshold. 
Among the earlier works, Huber et al. [2] made the first measurement of resonant 
features of Cr I photoionization in a very small energy range, 181.9–179.3nm (0.5–0.508 Ry) 
using interferometer hook method. They assigned the features belonging to the ground state. 
However, the measured energy range overlaps three states of Cr I, 3dP5P4s(P7PS), 3dP5P4s(P5PS), and 
3dP4P4sP2P(P5PD) which have closely lying ionization energies at 0.497, 0.428 and 0.424 Ry, 
respectively. Therefore isolating these states in the experimental beam would be difficult. The 
present results, shown in Fig. 2, indicate that the observed features belong mainly to two excited 
states P5PS and P5PD instead of the ground state which does not show any resonance in this energy 
region. In the figure, the calculated cross sections were shifted slightly to match the exact 
ionization energies. The resonances in the cross sections can be identified through their effective 
quantum number v with respective to the target (core) states as 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Total photoionization cross sections σRPIR of the ground 3dP5P4s P7PS and excited 3dP5P4s P5PF states of Cr I. The 
ionization is enhanced at the first excited threshold 3dP4P4sP6PD state of the core (pointed by an arrow). The existence of 
the high-peak resonances at and near the first ionization threshold indicate high probabilities of both photoionization 
and recombination of the atom. 
 
Fig. 2. Photoionization cross sections σRPIR of the three lowest states of Cr I, (a) ground state 3dP6P(P7PS), excited (b) 
3dP5P4s(P5PS) and (c) 3dP4P4sP2P(P5PD) states, in a small energy region below the first excited core state 3dP4P4s(P6PD). 
Experiment carried out in this energy region showed combined features of the states [2]. While the ground state, P7PS, 
has featureless background, the excited states exhibit resonances indicating resonant features observed in the 
experiment belong to the excited states. (See text for identification of resonances.) 
 
where z is the charge of residual ion (1 for Cr I), ERrR and ERcR are the energies of the resonance and 
of the respective excited core state. The middle panel, Fig. 2(b), shows photoionization cross 
section of 3dP5P4s(P5PS) state and hence all resonances have the symmetry P5P PoP. Effective quantum 
number of the three resonances (denoted by numbers in the figure) with respect to the first 
excited core state 3dP4P4s(P6PD) are 4.95(1), 5.01(2) and 5.50(3), respectively. Hence the possible 
spectroscopic identification for the first two resonances are 3dP4P P5PD4s5ƒ P3PFPoP(P5P PoP) and 3dP4P P5PD4s5f 
1FPoP(P5P PoP) with about zero quantum defect (µ = n - v) for the 5ƒ electron, and for the third 
resonance is 3dP4P4s6p(P5P PoP), which was observed in the experiment, with about 0.5 quantum 
defect for the 6p electron. Fig. 2(c) presents photoionization cross section of 3dP4P4sP2P(P5PD) and 
hence the resonances belong to three different symmetries P5P PoP,P5PDPoP,P5PFPoP formed from probable 
configuration 3dP4P4snp. For the five resonances in the panel the effective quantum numbers with 
respect to the first excited core state 3dP4P4s(P6PD) are 5.01(1), 5.10(2), 5.50(3), 5.69(4), and 
6.07(5). They indicate that the third and fourth resonances are from 3dP4P4s6p, and that µ of the 
first, second, and fifth resonances are significantly perturbed. These may also belong to 3dP3P4sP2Pnƒ 
since the list of core configurations includes the configuration 3dP3P4sP2P. The third and fourth 
resonances were observed by Huber et al. The present resonances are broaddue to LS coupling 
approximation while a fine structure calculations could have shown narrower resonances as 
observed in the experiment. 
The compiled energy table by the NIST [15] lists one septet and several quintet 
autoionizing states which can appear as resonances in photoionization cross sections. To 
illustrate these resonances, Fig. 3 presents photoionization cross sections of 3dP4P4pP2 7PF state in 
panel (a) and of 3dP5P4p(P5P PoP) state in panel (b). The identified resonances (pointed by arrows in 
the figure) correspond to autoionizing state 3dP4P4pP2P P7PF in σRPIR of P7PFPoP state in panel (a) and 
3dP4P4s5sP5PD, 3dP4P4s5sP5P  states in σRPIR of P5P PoP state in panel (b). The observed energy position of P7PF 
state is 0.0712 Ry above the ionization threshold while the calculated energy position is 0.0734 
Ry (0.1352 Ry photon energy). The observed energies of the autoionizing states P5PD and P5P  are at 
0.0037 and 0.0652 Ry above the ionization threshold while the calculated positions are at 0.0032 
and 0.0677 Ry. (The fine structure levels in the NIST table were averaged statistically to obtain 
their LS term energies.) 
The excited states with a valence electron exhibit characteristic features in 
photoionization cross sections. These are illustrated in Fig. 4 presenting total photoionization 
cross sections of five excited states of Cr I: 3sP2P3pP6P3dP5Pnp(P7P PoP), with 5 ≤ n ≤ 9. All these states 
show, similar to the ground state, in the background cross sections an enhancement at an energy 
0.11 Ry above the ionization threshold corresponding to the first excited state, 3sP2P3pP6P3dP4P4s(P6PD) 
of the core Cr II. The enhancement becomes less noticeable with higher excited states. 
The most prominent feature in Fig. 4 is the presence of a wide and high-peak PEC 
resonance at the photon energy, 0.44 Ry, the core excitation energy for the dipole allowed 
transition, 3sP2P3pP6P3dP5P(P6PS) - 3sP2P3pP6P3dP4P4p(P6P PoP). The PEC resonance spanning over a large energy 
range has enhanced the background considerably. This explains that the correlations of channels 
with excited core states contribute considerably to photoionization contradicting the usual 
assumption of weaker couplings for excited states. PEC resonances were first explained and 
named by Seaton in [18]. A PEC resonance is formed 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Photoionization cross sections σRPIR of (a) 3dP5P4ƒ (P7PFPoP) and (b) 3dP5P4p(P5P PoP) states of Cr I illustrating resonances 
due to observed autoionizing states [15] (pointed by arrows). 
 
Fig. 4. Total photoionization cross sections, σRPIR, of excited Rydberg series of states 3sP2P3pP6P3dP5Pnp(P7P PoP), with 5 ≤ n ≤ 
9, of Cr I. At 0.44 Ry photon energy is the prominent PEC resonance (pointed by arrow) formed due to dipole 
allowed transition by the core ground state to excited (P6PS-P6P PoP) state at 0.44 Ry. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Partial photoionization cross sections for the ground 3dP5P4s(P7PS) and excited 3dP4P4s4p P7PFPoP states of Cr I. The 
background is lower as these cross sections do not include contributions for ionization into excited core states. 
3dP4P4s4p P7PFPoP is a dominant contributor to total recombination rate due to resonances at the threshold. 
when the ion absorbs a photon for a dipole allowed core excitation from the ground state during 
which the outer electron remains temporarily attached to a highly excited level and autoionizes 
as the core ultimately drops to the ground state. The process is inverse to dielectronic 
recombination and is manifested in a large resonance at the excitation threshold energy. 
Compared to the total, partial photoionization cross sections, σRPIR(g, nLS), for ionization 
into the ground 3sP2P3pP6P3dP5P(P6PS) state of the residual ion Cr II, have lower background. Since 
partial photoionization does not include contributions for ionization into excited core states, the 
background is lower and lacks the corresponding resonances. Fig. 5 presents partial cross 
sections for the ground state and one excited state, 3dP4P4s4p P7PFPoP, of Cr I. The partial cross 
sections are needed to calculate the recombination rates of the ion. Comparing the total and 
partial cross sections of the ground state, in the top panel of Figs. 1 and 5, respectively, a clear 
difference can be seen. The enhanced background of the total (Fig. 1) is about 5Mb while of the 
partial is about 0.1Mb (Fig. 5). The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows cross sections of excited state 
3dP4P4s4p P7PFPoP. It is one of the dominant contributor to the total recombination rate because of 
high-peak resonances right at the ionization threshold and existence of a large resonance, 
belonging to3dP4P4p(P6P PoP)vl Rydberg series, around 0.32 Ry. 
 
4.3. Total and state-specific recombination rate coefficients 
 
Structures of both total and state-specific recombination rate coefficients of Cr I are 
studied. The state-specific recombination rates αR R(nLS) for 134 bound states with n ≤ 10 and 0 ≤ 
l ≤ 9 are obtained for the first time. 
The rates of recombination into various individual states vary with temperature 
depending on the positions of resonances and background features in the photoionization cross 
sections. Illustrative examples of αR R(nLS) are given in Fig. 6 for a number of states. Except the 
ground state, other states in the figure are dominant contributors to the total recombination rate at 
various temperatures. Rates for these states are tabulated in Table 3. As can be seen, ground state 
is not the most dominant contributor to the total recombination because of its low background 
near threshold and relatively low-peak resonances in the higher energy region. Although low 
energy high-peak resonances exist in photoionization cross sections, they are not right at the 
ionization threshold and contributions from high energy resonances are damped out by the 
exponential factor, exp(-E/kT), in the recombination rate integral. Compared to the ground state, 
3dP5P4p(P7P PoP) state is an important contributor above 11,000 K because of its high DR peak. Most 
of the states show one high temperature DR peak. αR R(nLS) are needed for determination of level 
populations and formation of cascade matrices. 
The features of the total unified recombination rate coefficients, αR R(T), for Cr I are 
presented in Fig. 7 and the numerical values are presented in Table 4. The present αR R(T) shows a 
characteristic rapid rise with decreasing temperature caused by very low energy recombination to 
the infinite number of high-n states, mainly via RR, which is followed by one low temperature 
DR peak at about 630 K, and one at higher temperature, 40,000 K, after which the rate decays 
smoothly. Cr I lines, in abundance of 30 times more than the determined value of its abundance 
toward ζ Oph, found in low temperature (≤ 900 K) interstellar medium toward HD72127AB [1]. 
Present total rate at low temperature support the findings of Welty et al. [1]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Total (RR + DR) state-specific recombination rate coefficients αRRCR(nLS) of Cr I in a wide temperature range. 
The states are specified in each panel. Recombination rate of each state varies with temperature depending on the 
dominant features in the state-specific photoionization. 
 
Table 3 
State-specific recombination rate coefficients αRRR(nSLπ) of the ground and several dominant excited states of Cr I. 
 
 
Table 3 (continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Total (RR + DR) electron-ion recombination rate coefficients αRRCR(T) of Cr I. 
 
 
Table 4 
Total recombination rate coefficients, αRRR(T) for (e + Cr II → Cr I). 
 
 
The present state-specific and total recombination rates of Cr I should be accurate for 
most of the temperature range except at very low and very high temperatures. Low temperature 
rates are sensitive to resolution of resonances and their positions at and very near to the 
ionization threshold. A slight shift in one resonance position can introduce a significant change 
in the rates. At higher temperature detailed features are damped out by the exponential factor in 
the αR R(nLS) integral and hence some shift in resonant positions do not affect the rates. The 
present calculations do not include core 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Unified total (a) recombination cross section σRRCR(E) and (b) recombination rate coefficients αRRCR(E) with 
photoelectron energy for (e + Cr II → Cr I). Arrow in (b) points converging threshold 3dP4P4p(P6P PoP) where DR rate 
peaks and then drops to zero due to core excitation. 
 
excitations to very high lying states, and hence resonant contributions due to these excitations are 
not included. The high temperature rates are probably underestimated. Based on the accuracy of 
the R-matrix method, energy comparison, and inclusion of interference effects, these rates are 
expected to be accurate within 50% for most of the temperature range. 
Total recombination rate coefficient with photoelectron energy, αR R(E), of (e + Cr II → Cr 
I) can reveal detailed resonant structures in recombination spectra. These structures can be 
measured in storage rings. Fig. 8 presents unified αR R(E) going up to 3dP4P4p(P6P PoP) threshold of Cr 
II. Panel (a) presents the total recombination cross sections (σRRCR(E) and (b) presents the total 
recombination rate with photoelectron energy. The arrow in Fig. 8b points the excited core 
threshold 3dP4P4p(P6P PoP) where DR peaks as autoionizing resonances becomes narrower and denser 
and then drops almost to zero due to core excitation. 
5. Conclusion 
 
Photoionization and electron-ion recombination of (hv + Cr I ↔ e + Cr II) are studied in 
detail with features. Prominent resonant feature due to a PEC resonance, manifested by the core 
excitation, at the photon energy 0.44 Ry is seen for the first time. Resonant structures and other 
features in state-specific and total recombination rates for Cr I have been obtained. The results 
should provide sufficiently accurate values for various modelings and understanding the 
radiative processes of this species. 
The present computations have been carried out in LS coupling, but using a large wave 
function expansion. Efforts have been made to incorporate sufficient configuration interactions. 
However, some high lying states have not been found. Quantum defects of states are perturbed. 
For high precision features, these processes should be studied with inclusion of relativistic 
effects, with a larger wave function expansion, and more configurations. The core, Cr II, has 
many closely lying energy levels which will require a computationally challenging large scale 
relativistic calculations. 
Files for photoionization cross sections, and total and state-specific recombination rates 
are available electronically from NORAD website at: www.astronomy.ohio-
state.edu/~nahar/nahar_radiativeatomicdata 
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